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Action replay

Think about a recent time when you lost your cool.

Draw a cartoon or a diagram that answers the following questions:

 º What happened?
 º Who said what?
 º Did you get what you wanted?
 º How did you end up feeling?

Maybe some of these words come to mind, or maybe you can think of some others?

Angry    Upset    Hot    Cool    Worried    Nervous    Winner     Loser    Frustrated    Relieved    
Bothered    Fed up    Better    Worse    Happy    Calm    Helpless    Sorry    Sad   Proud    Embarrassed
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How could you play it more cool next time?

Is there anything you could change that might help you react differently next time? There are a 
number of ways we can control our temper by focusing on something physical when we are getting 
angry or upset. Some good techniques are:

If you’re in class or can’t leave the situation:
 º Taking deep breaths.
 º Closing your eyes.
 º Counting from one to ten before you say anything.
 º Concentrating on tensing one muscle at a time, then letting it go.

If you’ve got some time and space:
 º Going for a walk.
 º Stretching your arms.
 º Listening to happy music.
 º Doing some exercise.

Which techniques do you think would help you keep cool? 

Take a look at your cartoon or flow diagram. Where could you add a couple of the techniques into 
the story? What would happen? How might things turn out differently?

What are you going to do next time?

Which techniques do you think you could use to help keep your cool? Pick a few of these ideas to 
try. Don’t worry if you still lose it sometimes. Keep trying! The more you try these techniques, the 
more effective they’ll be.

PS There’s more help on keeping your cool in the Start Bouncing section of the Bounce Back 
website: www.bouncebacknewham.co.uk
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